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Molecular Dynamics with Neural-Network
Potentials
Michael Gastegger and Philipp Marquetand
Abstract Molecular dynamics simulations are an important tool for describing the
evolution of a chemical system with time. However, these simulations are inher-
ently held back either by the prohibitive cost of accurate electronic structure theory
computations or the limited accuracy of classical empirical force fields. Machine
learning techniques can help to overcome these limitations by providing access to
potential energies, forces and other molecular properties modeled directly after an
accurate electronic structure reference at only a fraction of the original computa-
tional cost. The present text discusses several practical aspects of conducting ma-
chine learning driven molecular dynamics simulations. First, we study the efficient
selection of reference data points on the basis of an active learning inspired adap-
tive sampling scheme. This is followed by the analysis of a machine-learning based
model for simulating molecular dipole moments in the framework of predicting in-
frared spectra via molecular dynamics simulations. Finally, we show that machine
learning models can offer valuable aid in understanding chemical systems beyond a
simple prediction of quantities.
1 Introduction
Chemistry is – in large part – concerned with the changes that matter undergoes. As
such, chemistry is inherently time-dependent and if we want to model such chem-
ical processes, then a time-dependent approach is most intuitive. The correspond-
ing techniques can be summarized as dynamics simulations. In particular molecular
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dynamics (MD) simulations – defined usually as treating the nuclear motion with
Newton’s classical mechanics – are commonly used to ”mimic what atoms do in
real life” [21]. Such simulations have become indispensable not only in chemistry
but also in adjacent fields like biology and material science [1, 12].
An important ingredient of MD simulations are molecular forces, which deter-
mine how the nuclei move. For the sake of accuracy, it is desirable to obtain these
forces from quantum-mechanical electronic structure calculations. However, such
ab initio calculations are expensive from a computational perspective and hence
only feasible for relatively small systems or short timescales. For larger systems
(e.g. proteins) molecular forces are instead modeled by classical force fields, which
are composed of analytic functions based on physical findings. As a consequence of
these approximations, classical force fields are extremely efficient to compute but
fail to reach the accuracy of electronic structure methods.
With the aim to obtain both a high accuracy and a fast evaluation, machine learn-
ing (ML) is employed to predict forces and an increasing number of research efforts
are devoted to this idea. Since the forces are commonly evaluated as the derivative
of the potential energy with respect to the coordinates, the learning of energies and
forces are tightly connected and we often find the term ”machine learning potential”
in the literature.
Possibly the first work to use ML of potentials combined with dynamics simula-
tions appeared in 1995 by Blank et al. [8], where diffusion of CO on a Ni surface
and H2 on Si was modelled. A comprehensive overview over the earlier work in
this field, where mostly neural networks were employed, can be found in the re-
views [20, 4]. Later, also other ML methods like Gaussian approximation potentials
[2] were utilized, diversifying the research landscape, which is reflected in various,
more topical reviews, see e.g. [19, 25, 9, 6]. Today, the field has become so active,
that a review would be outdated by tomorrow. Here instead, we give an example of
what can be achieved when combining ML and MD.
In this chapter, we describe simulations of one of the most fundamental experi-
ments to detect moving atoms, namely infrared spectra. The simulations utilize MD
based on potentials generated with high-dimensional neural networks, a special ML
architecture. We show in particular, how the training data can efficiently be gath-
ered by an adaptive sampling scheme. Several practical aspects, tricks and pitfalls
are presented. Special emphasis is put also on the prediction of dipole moments
and atomic charges, which are necessary ingredients besides potential energies and
forces for the calculation of infrared spectra from MD.
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2 Methods
2.1 High-dimensional neural network potentials
High-dimensional neural network potentials (NNPs) are a type of atomistic ML po-
tentials [7]. Atomistic potentials model the properties of a system based on the con-
tributions of individual atoms due to their local chemical environment (Figure 1). In
3
Fig. 1 In a high-dimensional neural network potential, the local chemical environment of each
atom is first encoded in a structural descriptor. Based on these descriptors, neural networks predict
atomistic energy contributions, where different networks are used for the different chemical ele-
ments. Finally, the atomic energies are summed in order to recover the total energy of the system.
high-dimensional NNPs, atomic environments are represented via so-called atom-
centered symmetry functions (ACSFs) [3]. Typically, ACSFs are radial and angular
distribution functions, which account for rotational and translation invariances of
the system. A radial symmetry function, for example, is a superposition of Gaussian
densities:
Gradi =
N
∑
j 6=i
e−η(ri j−r0)
2
fcut(ri j). (1)
The sum includes all atoms j in vicinity of the central atom i. ri j is the distance
between i and j. η and r0 are parameters which modulate the width and center of
the Gaussian. A cutoff function fcut ensures, that only the local chemical environ-
ment contributes to the ACSF. For a more in-depth discussion on ACSFs and their
features, we refer to References [3, 5, 6, 16].
Based on the ACSF representation of each atom, an atomistic neural network then
predicts the contribution of this atom to the global molecular property. Finally, these
contributions are recombined via an atomistic aggregation layer in order to recover
the target property. For NNPs which model the potential energy E of a system, this
layer is usually chosen as a sum over the individual atomic energies Ei:
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E˜ =
N
∑
i
E˜i, (2)
where N is the number of atoms in the molecule. However, different aggregation
layers can be formulated in order to model various properties, as will be discussed
in the next section.
Due to the form of high-dimensional NNPs, expressions for analytic Cartesian
derivatives of the model are readily available. Hence, NNPs provide access to energy
conserving forces
F˜α =−
N
∑
i
Di
∑
d
∂ E˜i
∂Gd
∂Gd
∂Rα
, (3)
where F˜α and Rα are the forces acting on atom α and its position, while Di is the
number of ACSFs centered on atom i. NNP forces can also be included into the
training process by minimizing a loss function of the form
L =
1
M
M
∑
m
(
E˜m−Em
)2
+
ϑ
M
M
∑
m
1
3Nm
Nm
∑
i
∥∥∥F˜mi−Fmi∥∥∥2 . (4)
Here, M is the number of molecules present in the data set. ϑ controls the trade-
off between fitting energies and forces, while Fmi is the vector of Cartesian forces
acting on atom i of molecule m. By using forces during training, 3N additional
pieces of information are available for each molecule beside the potential energy. As
a consequence, the overall number of reference computations required to construct
an accurate NNP can be reduced significantly [24, 15].
2.2 Dipole model
In addition to energies and forces, atomistic aggregation layers can also be formu-
lated to model various other molecular properties. One example is the dipole mo-
ment model introduced in Reference [13]. Here, the dipole moment µ of a molecule
is expressed as a system of atomic point charges, according to the relation
µ˜ =
N
∑
i
q˜iri. (5)
q˜i is the charge located at atom i and ri is the position vector of the atom relative to
the molecules center of mass. The charges q˜ are modeled via atomistic networks and
depend on the local chemical environment. However, these point charges are never
learned directly, but instead represent latent variables inferred by the NNP dipole
model during training, where the following loss function is minimized:
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L =
1
M
M
∑
m
(
Q˜m−Qm
)2
+
1
3M
M
∑
m
‖µ˜m−µm‖2 + . . . (6)
µ˜ is the expression for the dipole moment given in Equation 5 and µ is the electronic
structure reference. The first term in the loss function introduces the additional con-
straint, that the sum of latent charges Q˜ = ∑i q˜i should reproduce the total charge
Q of the molecule. Formulated in this way, the machine learning model depends
only on quantum mechanical observables in the form of a molecule’s electrostatic
moments (total charge and dipole moment).
Expression 6 can easily be extended to include higher moments such as the
quadrupole moment Θ , as was suggested in Reference [13]. In the context of the
above model,Θ takes the form
Θ˜ =∑
i
q˜i (3ri⊗ ri−1‖ri‖) , (7)
where, ri⊗ ri is the outer product of the Cartesian position vectors of atom i. How-
ever, it was found that the introduction of quadrupole moments offers no additional
advantage, at least when modeling dipoles. Moreover, using an atomistic model for
Θ can be problematic for small molecules such as water, since the atom centered
point charges are not able to resolve features of the charge distribution arising from
e.g. the lone pair electrons of the oxygen.
It should be emphasized at this point, that the atomistic aggregation layers pre-
sented here are not restricted to a single type of machine learning architecture. They
can be coupled with any model in a modular fashion, as long as it provides access
to atomic contributions. This was for example done recently with the SchNet archi-
tecture in order to model dipole moment magnitudes [26].
2.3 Adaptive Sampling Scheme
Before a NNP can be used for simulations, its free parameters need to be deter-
mined by training on a suitable set of reference data. Typically, a set of reference
molecules is chosen in a two-step process. First, the PES is sampled to obtain a
representative set of molecular configurations. Afterwards, the quantum chemical
properties of these structures (e.g. energies, forces, . . . ) are computed with an ap-
propriate electronic structure method. The sampling can be performed in different
ways, with molecular dynamics and normal mode sampling being only a few ex-
amples [5, 29]. However, a feature shared by most sampling methods is, that they
either use approximate methods such as molecular force fields to guide the sam-
pling or they perform all simulations at the final level of theory. Both approaches
have drawbacks. In the first case, the PES regions explored with the lower level of
theory need not correspond to regions relevant for the high level model (e.g. differ-
ent molecular geometries). In the second case, the unfortunate scaling of accurate
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electronic structure methods limits either the regions of the PES that can be covered
or the overall accuracy of the reference computations.
A solution to these issues is to use an adaptive sampling scheme, where the ML
model itself selects new data points to improve its accuracy [13]. This approach is
inspired by active learning techniques and proceeds as follows (Figure 2): First, a
Initial
Data
Train
HDNNPs SamplingStep
Converged
HDNNPs
Reference
Computations
HDNNPs
diverge?
Desired
Quality?
Yes
No
Yes
No
Fig. 2 The adaptive sampling scheme starts by training a preliminary ensemble of NNPs on a
small set of reference computations. This ensemble is then used to sample new configurations via
e.g. molecular dynamics. For every sampled configuration, an uncertainty measure is computed. If
this measure exceeds a predefined threshold, the simulation is stopped and a reference calculation
is performed. The new data point is then added to the reference data and the next generation of
NNPs is trained. This procedure is repeated in an iterative manner until a convergence threshold is
reached.
crude NNP model is used to explore an initial region of the PES. During simula-
tion, an uncertainty measure for the NNP predictions is monitored. If this measure
exceeds a threshold, the sampling is stopped and electronic structure computations
are performed for the corresponding configuration. The resulting data is then added
to the reference set and used to update the NNP. Sampling is continued with the im-
proved model. This procedure is carried out in an iterative fashion until the desired
level of accuracy is reached.
One advantage of this scheme is that the NNP model used to guide the sampling
closely resembles the electronic structure reference method for large stretches of
coordinate space. Hence, similar regions of the PES will be explored (e.g. bond
lengths) as if the simulations were carried out with the reference method exclusively.
In addition, by using the model uncertainty to determine when additional refer-
ence computations should be performed, only a small number of expensive calcula-
tions are necessary. Due to the simplicity of this scheme, it can easily be combined
with different sampling methods, such as molecular dynamics, metadynamics or
Monte-Carlo based approaches [17, 30].
Perhaps the most important ingredient for the above scheme is an appropriate
uncertainty measure. Here, it is possible to make use of a trait of NNs in general
and NNPs in particular. Two NNPs trained on the same reference data will agree
closely for regions of the PES described well by both models. However, in regions
sampled insufficiently the predictions of both models will diverge quickly. Using the
disagreement between different models to guide data selection is a popular approach
in active learning called query by committee [27]. Based on the above behavior, one
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can formulate the following uncertainty measure for NNPs:
σE =
√
1
N−1
N
∑
n
(
E˜n−E
)2
. (8)
E˜n is the energy predicted by one of N different NNPs and E is the average of all
predictions. Hence, σE is the standard deviation of the different model predictions.
Using an uncertainty measure of this form also has the following advantage: Since
different NNPs are used to compute σE , they can be combined into an ensemble,
where the prediction averages (e.g. E) are used to guide PES exploration. The con-
sequence is an improvement in the overall predictive accuracy of the ML approach
at virtually no extra cost, due to error cancellation in the individual models.
3 Generation of Reference Data Sets
The following section discusses different practical aspects of the adaptive sampling
scheme introduced above. After an investigation on the accuracy advantage offered
by NNP ensembles, we study how frequently new reference computations are re-
quested during a sampling run. Afterwards, the utility of different predicted proper-
ties as uncertainty measures for NNPs is analyzed. Finally, we introduce an exten-
sion to the standard sampling scheme, which improves overall sampling efficiency.
3.1 Accuracy of NNP Ensembles
In order to investigate the accuracy offered by ensembles of NNPs, we compare
the predictions of ensembles containing up to five members to their respective elec-
tronic structure reference. This analysis is based on the protonated alanine tripetide
data set obtained in Reference [13], which also serves as a basis for several other
studies in this text. The data set contains 718 different peptide configurations at
the BLYP/def2-DZVP level of theory sampled with the scheme described above.
Figure 3 shows the energy and force mean absolute errors (MAEs) and root mean
squared errors (RMSEs) for the different ensembles. Even the combination of only
two different models already leads to a marked decrease in the prediction error.
Since ensembles thrive on a cancellation of random error fluctuations, this gain in
accuracy is particularly pronounced for the RMSEs. An interesting observation is
that the forces profit to a greater extent than the energies, with a reduction in the error
by approximately 0.3 kcal mol−1 A˚−1. This effect is expected to be of importance
in the early stages of an adaptive sampling run, as the improved reliability of the
model increases the likelihood that physically relevant configurations are sampled.
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Fig. 3 Accuracy of ensemble predictions for molecular energies (blue) and forces (red) depending
on the number of members. The computed error measures, MAE and RMSE, appear to decrease
according to an 1√
N
relation, where N is the number of models in the ensemble. In all cases, the
gain in accuracy is most pronounced when going from a single network to an ensemble of two.
3.2 Frequency of Reference Computations
An important aspect of the adaptive sampling scheme is how frequently new elec-
tronic structure computations need to be performed. Figure 4 depicts the number of
configurations added to the reference data set versus the total number of sampling
steps. The studied molecule is an n-alkane (C69H140, see Figure inset) and the sam-
pling statistics were taken from the supporting information of Reference [13]. As
can be seen in the figure, there is a marked decrease in the number of electronic
structure queries as the sampling progresses. Initially, new samples are added fre-
quently, as the model explores the configuration space. More than half of the new
samples are added within the first 2000 exploration steps. After this phase of de-
termining a reliable first approximation of the electronic structure method, the sam-
pling process is dominated by fine-tuning the NNP ensemble. Now only samples
corresponding to insufficiently described regions of the PES are collected, reducing
the requirement for expensive reference computations significantly. The efficiency
of this simple approach is remarkable insofar, as only 534 configurations are needed
to obtain an accurate model of the n-alkane sporting 621 degrees of freedom.
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Fig. 4 Number of configurations accumulated during an adaptive sampling run for the C69H140 n-
alkane plotted against the number of molecular dynamics steps. New samples are added frequently
during the early stages of the sampling, while almost no configurations are collected during the
later stages.
3.3 Choice of Uncertainty Measures
An important feature of atomistic NNPs is their ability to operate as fragmentation
approaches, where they predict the energies of large molecules after being trained
on only small fragments [14]. Hence, expensive reference computations never have
to be performed for the whole system, but only for parts of it. This feature can be
combined with the adaptive sampling scheme, as was for example done in Refer-
ence [13]. In this setup, the uncertainty is not measured for the whole molecule, but
instead for atom-centered fragments. Reference computations are only performed
for those fragments where the uncertainty exceeds a predefined threshold, thus re-
ducing the computational cost of constructing an accurate NNP even further. How-
ever, the deviation of ensemble energies (Equation 8) can now no longer serve as
the uncertainty measure.
Although substituting the total energies in Equation 8 by their atom-wise coun-
terparts E˜i would in theory be a straightforward choice for an atomistic uncertainty
estimate, it is not feasible in practice. Due to the way NNPs are constructed (see
Equation 2), the partitioning of the total energy into latent atomic contributions
is not unique. Hence, even if two NNPs yield almost identical predictions for the
molecular energies, the distributions of atom-wise contributions can still differ sig-
nificantly, as is shown for the alanine tripetide in Figure 5. If e.g. the atomic ener-
gies of carbon atoms are used to compute the uncertainty, large deviations will be
encountered for all regions of the PES, no matter how well the global predictions
agree. As a consequence, reference computations will be performed for a large frac-
tion of encountered configurations, thus effectively negating the advantage offered
by the adaptive sampling scheme.
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Fig. 5 Distribution of atomic energies, forces and total energies as predicted for the alanine tripep-
tide by two NNP models (shown in red and blue). Although the NNP predictions agree well in
the case of the total energies and atomic forces, the energy contributions of individual atoms vary
dramatically between the models.
The better alternative is to reformulate the above measure to instead use the
forces acting on each atom:
σ (α)F =
√
1
N−1
N
∑
n
∥∥∥F˜(α)n −F(α)∥∥∥2, (9)
where F˜(α)n is the force acting on atom α as predicted by model n of the ensemble.
F(α) is the average over all predictions. The measure σ (α)F has several advantages.
Since it depends on the molecular forces it is purely atomistic. Moreover, due to how
the forces are computed in NNPs (Equation 3), they are insensitive to the learned
partitioning in a similar manner as the total energy. This property can be observed
in Figure 5, where the distributions of forces acting on e.g. hydrogen and carbon
atoms show a similar agreement between models as do the molecular energies, but
not the atomic energies.
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3.4 Adaptive Sampling with Multiple Replicas
A potential problem of the adaptive sampling scheme is its serial nature. Currently,
only one point of data is collected after each sampling period. Since the NNPs need
to be retrained every time the reference data set is extended, the resulting proce-
dure can become time consuming in its later stages, especially for large and flexible
molecules (e.g. the tripeptide in Reference [13]).
This problem can be overcome by introducing a parallel version of the adaptive
scheme, as outlined in Figure 6. Instead of simulating only a single system at a time,
Sampling
Period
Sampling
Period
...
Compute collected configurations
and retrain model
Fig. 6 Parallel version of the adaptive sampling scheme. Individual adaptive sampling runs are
carried out for different replicas of the system (e.g. different configurations). For each replica,
configurations with high uncertainty are identified. Once samples have been collected for all repli-
cas, reference computations are carried out and the NNP ensemble model is retrained. Afterwards,
the replica simulations are continued with the new model. In this manner, the NNPs have to be
retrained less frequently and different regions of the PES can be explored more efficiently.
multiple sampling runs are performed in parallel. These independent simulations
can be replicas of the system under various conditions (e.g. different temperatures),
a range of conformations or even different molecules. Sampling is once again car-
ried out until divergence is reached for all parallel simulations. The high uncertainty
configurations are then computed with the reference method and added to the train-
ing data. This setup reduces the frequency with which NNPs need to be retrained,
while at the same time improving PES exploration. A potential drawback of this
scheme is, that the collection of data points introduces periods of unproductivity,
where some simulations are already finished while others are still running. How-
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ever, this effect is negligible in praxis due to the high computational speed of the
NNP models.
4 NNPs for Molecular Dynamics Simulations
Due to their combination of high accuracy and computational efficiency, NNPs are
an excellent tool to accelerate MD simulations. A particularly interesting application
is the computation of molecular spectra via the Fourier transform of different time
autocorrelation functions [31]. Depending on the physical property underlying the
autocorrelation function, different types of spectra can be obtained. One example
are molecular infrared spectra, which can be modeled according to the relation:
IIR ∝
∫ +∞
−∞
〈µ˙ (τ)µ˙ (τ+ t)〉τ e−iωtdt, (10)
where µ˙ is the time derivative of the molecular dipole moment, τ is a time delay, ω
is the vibrational frequency and t is the time.
The simulation of infrared spectra poses a particular challenge for machine learn-
ing techniques. Due to the dependence of Equation 10 on µ˙ , a reliable model of the
molecular dipole moment µ is needed in addition to the PES description provided
by conventional NNPs. In the next sections, we will explore various aspects and the
potential pitfalls associated with such models.
4.1 Machine Learning for Molecular Dipole Moments
A straightforward way to model dipole moments in the context of NNPs is to train
individual atomic networks to reproduce quantum chemical partial charges. The
molecular dipoles can then be obtained via the point charge model given in Ex-
pression 5, where the qi are now replaced by the environment-dependent network
predictions q˜i. A similar strategy was e.g. used to model long-range electrostatic
energies in Reference [22].
However, such a model suffers from the inherent inhomogeneity of the various
charge partitioning schemes available for electronic structure methods. The pre-
dicted partial charges can differ dramatically between schemes and some of them
fail at reproducing molecular dipole moments entirely [11]. Even when considering
only those methods which yield partial charges consistent with the molecular dipole
moment, a strong dependence on the type of partitioning can still be observed. Hir-
shfeld charges [18], for example, appear to work well in the setup described above,
as was demonstrated in Reference [28]. Charges fit to the electrostatic potential (e.g.
CHELPG [10]) on the other hand prove to be more problematic. To illustrate the is-
sue at hand, Figure 7 shows the MD IR spectrum of single methanol molecule com-
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puted with a partial charge model based on the CHELPG method in comparison to
the electronic structure reference. The partial charge spectrum shows several marked
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000
cm 1
In
te
ns
ity
AIMD
NN Dipole Model
NN CHELPG
Fig. 7 Infrared spectra of a methanol molecule in the gas phase computed via ab initio molecular
dynamics (blue), as well as machine learned molecular dynamics using the dipole moment model
introduced above (red) and a neural network model trained on CHELPG partial charges (gray).
While the dipole moment model shows good agreement with the reference, the CHELPG model
leads to erratic trends in peak positions and intensities.
differences from the reference. Small artificial peaks are introduced at 2100 and
3900 cm−1 respectively. Moreover, the intensity of several peaks (e.g. at 1400 cm−1
and 2800 cm−1) is reproduced incorrectly. The most likely reason for these issues
is the fitting procedure used to determine this particular type of reference charges.
Since an independent least squares optimization is carried out for every molecular
configuration, the obtained partial charges are not necessarily continuous with re-
spect to incremental changes in the local environment of each atom. This makes it
harder for the atomistic networks to learn a consistent charge assignment, leading to
the erroneous behavior observed above.
A better approach is to incorporate the point charge model into the atomistic
NNP architecture in the form of a dipole aggregation layer, as described in subsec-
tion 2.2 and Reference [13]. Instead of fitting to arbitrary partial charges, the model
can now be trained directly on the molecular dipole moments, which are quantum
mechanical observables. In this manner, the need for choosing an appropriate parti-
tioning scheme is eliminated. The inherent advantage of such a model can be seen in
Figure 7, where it accurately reproduces the quantum chemical reference, although
trained on the same set of configurations as the partial charge model.
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4.2 Latent Partial Charges
A special feature of the above model is that it offers access to atomic partial charges.
These charges are inferred by the NNP model based on the molecular electrostatic
moments in a purely data driven fashion. Moreover, the charge models obtained with
the above partitioning scheme depend on the local chemical environment of each
atom. Hence, the charge distribution of the molecule can adapt to structural changes.
Considering that partial charges are one of the most intuitive concepts in chemistry,
the NNP latent charges represent an interesting analysis tool, e.g. for rationalizing
reaction outcomes. In the following, we investigate how well the charges derived
from the above dipole model agree with basic chemical insights.
One potential problem of atomistic properties (e.g. energies and charges) ob-
tained via specialized aggregation layers is the extent with which the partitioning
varies between different models. A good example are the atomic energies predicted
by the tripeptide NNPs shown in Figure 5. Although the total energies agree well,
the partitioning into atomic contributions is highly non-unique. Such a behavior is
detrimental if the latent contributions should serve as an analysis tool. In order to
investigate whether this phenomenon is also observed for the latent partial charges,
a similar analysis is performed for two dipole moment models of the alanine tripep-
tide. The resulting partial charge distributions are compared in Figure 8. The latent
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Fig. 8 Distribution of atomic partial charges predicted for the chemical elements present in the
alanine tripeptide obtained with two dipole models (blue and red). Although differences between
the two models are still present, the atomic charge distributions are better conserved than the atomic
energies.
charges obtained with the dipole model are significantly better conserved than the
atomic energies and only small deviations are found between different NNPs. The
reason for this behavior is the geometry dependent term present in Equation 5, which
introduces an additional constraint into the partitioning procedure. These results
are encouraging and demonstrate that the NNP partial charges are indeed capable
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to capture aspects of the chemistry underlying a system. However, care should be
taken when using the latent charges as a direct replacement of their quantum chemi-
cal counterparts, as the resulting partitionings – although well behaved – are still not
uniquely determined. This can lead to undesirable effects when they are e.g. used
to model long-range electrostatic interactions without further processing, as it can
introduce inconsistencies into the predicted model energies and forces [32].
4.3 Electrostatic Potentials
Having ascertained the general reliability of the charge model, we now study how
well the latent charge assignments agree with the predictions of electronic structure
methods. In order to illustrate and compare different molecular charge distributions,
we use partial charges to construct approximate electrostatic potentials (ESPs) of
the form:
E(r0) =
N
∑
i
qiq0
||ri− r0|| , (11)
where qi and ri are the partial charge and position vector of atom i. r0 is the position
of a probe charge q0, which was set to q0 =+1 in all experiments.
Figure 9 shows the pseudo ESPs obtained with latent and Hirshfeld partial
charges. The latter have been chosen for their general reliability and widespread use.
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Fig. 9 Electrostatic potential surfaces of the alanine tripeptide based on Hirshfeld partial charges
and latent partial charges yielded by the dipole model. The left-hand side shows a configuration
protonated at the N-terminal NH3+ group, whereas the proton is situated on the adjacent carbonyl
group in the right-hand side structure. Regions of negative charge are depicted in red, positively
charged regions in blue.
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To assess, how well the latent predictions of the dipole model capture the charge re-
distribution associated with changes in the molecular geometry, two configurations
of the protonated alanine tripeptide are modeled, with a hydrogen transferred from
the N-terminal NH3+ group to the neighboring carbonyl moiety.
In all cases, good agreement is found between the charge distributions predicted
by the dipole moment model and the electronic structure equivalent. The latent
charges are able to account for several important features, such as the localization of
the positive charge of the molecule at the N-terminal NH3+ moiety in the first con-
figuration, as well as its relocation towards the interior of the molecule after proton
transfer. The model also accounts for the regions of negative charge expected for the
carbonyl and carboxylic acid groups. These findings are remarkable insofar, as all
this information on the electronic structure of the molecule is inferred purely from
the global dipole moments, demonstrating the power of the partitioning scheme.
4.4 Geometry Dependence of Latent Charges
A final analysis is dedicated to the behavior of the latent dipole model charges under
changes in the local chemical environment. As an example, we study the evolution
of the partial charge of the proton during the proton transfer event occurring in the
alanine tripeptide. Figure 10 shows the NNP partial charge attributed to the proton
plotted against the reaction coordinate. The curves for Hirshfeld, Mulliken [23] and
CHELPG charges are included for comparison. Several interesting effects can be
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Fig. 10 Changes in the partial charge of the proton during different stages of the proton transfer
event. Shown are charges computed via different conventional charge partitioning schemes (Hirsh-
feld, CHELPG and Mulliken), as well as the latent charges predicted by the ML model.
observed.
First, the dipole model curve exhibits a minimum close to the transition state of
the transfer reaction. Since the latent charges can be seen as a proxy of the local elec-
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tron density, this result can be interpreted as follows: At the initial and final stages
of the transfer, the positive charge is located mainly at the proton itself. However,
during the transfer and especially close to the transition regions, electron density is
shared between the three participating atoms (O, N and proton). Hence, the posi-
tive charge is reduced for these configurations. This finding serves as an additional
demonstration for the efficacy of the latent charge model. Although originally only
conceived to model dipole moments, it is able to provide insights directly related to
the electronic structure of the molecule at an atomistic resolution.
Second, Figure 10 illustrates the inherently different behavior found for vari-
ous charge partitioning schemes. The Hirshfeld charges show a qualitatively similar
curve to the machine learned charge model and are well behaved in general, sup-
porting the results reported in Reference [28]. Mulliken and CHELPG charges on
the other hand show completely different trends. The former are generally known
for their unreliability, hence the result is little surprising [11]. The counterintuitive
behavior of the CHELPG charges serves as an additional confirmation for the effects
observed in the methanol spectrum shown above (Figure 7). Given this general dis-
crepancy between various partitioning schemes, the charges derived via the dipole
moment model constitute a viable alternative: They reproduce molecular dipole mo-
ments accurately, are derived directly from quantum mechanical observables and
capture the influence of structural changes on the molecular charge distribution.
5 Conclusion
We have presented how molecular dynamics (MD) simulations can benefit from
machine learning (ML) potentials and provided some background for the imple-
mentation of this ML-MD approach. The first challenge during such a task is to
efficiently gather enough training data in order to create a converged potential. An
adaptive sampling scheme can serve for this purpose and the efficiency can be im-
proved when using a) an ensemble of neural networks, b) an adequate uncertainty
measure as selection criterion, and c) multiple replicas to parallelize the sampling.
As an ultimate test, experimental observables need to be calculated and compared
to actual experimental results. In our case, infrared spectra are simulated, for which
the neural networks do not only need to learn potentials and forces but also dipole
moments and their atomistic counterparts, the atomic partial charges. If the latter
are plotted in a geometry-dependent manner, e.g., along a reaction coordinate, these
machine-learned charges provide insights directly related to the electronic structure
of the molecule at an atomistic resolution. In this sense, machine learning can not
only deliver potentials with supreme accuracy at compelling speed but also offer
valuable insights beyond a simple prediction of quantities.
Despite this positive picture, many challenges remain, e.g., generalizing the
machine learning models – ideally for all possible substances, different kinds of
molecules and materials alike – or extending the range of properties to be learned.
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Possibly the biggest challenge is however to find a universally valid electronic struc-
ture method necessary for the generation of high-fidelity training data.
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